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ABSTRACT 
The current phenomenon sees that South Korea's popular culture is growing, so it has so many fans scattered 

around the world, including in Indonesia. Many K-Pop fans in Indonesia will show a variety of behaviors shown 

by K-Pop fans so that they can be assessed the stages in which fans they are to their K-Pop artists. Wannable 

itself is a fandom name of the South Korean group called Wanna One and Wanna One itself has been disbanded 

due to his expired contract period. The study aims to find out how celebrity worship behaviors and parasocial 

interactions on the lifestyle of K-Pop fans. The approach used in this study is qualitative with phenomenological 

methods and uses an interview technique in depth with one-person triangulator and four people informants. The 

results of this study show that the four informants who are a Wannable are in the intermediate stage and level in 

the conduct of an intense-personal idol in celebrity worship and identification attraction in parasocial 

interactions. This is because they are still rationally minded and able to position themselves as a fan. It can be 

known that Indonesian fans are not too fanatic with idols. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Korean Wave or Hallyu is a phenomenon in 

which popular culture originating from South 

Korea is present, grows, and develops in 

Indonesian society. In Indonesia, the Korean 

Wave has been known since the early 2000s. 

Since then, Indonesian have become interested 

in getting to know about Korean culture and 

also K-Pop.  

K-Pop is a type of music from South 

Korea that focuses on pop music combined with 

dynamic dance movements (Nastiti, 2020). As 

quoted by SINDONEWS.com, Jakarta 

29/09/2019 - “Based on the report of The Korean 

Times, out of a total of 73.12 million K-Pop fans 

spread throughout the world, Indonesia is the third 

country with the most number of K-Pop fans around 

the world.”  

Every K-Pop idol has a different fan name 

and is commonly referred to as Korean Pop 

Lovers. Korean Pop Lovers are incorporated in 
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a fandom, the designation of the fandom itself 

has become the fan identity of the idol artist he 

likes because the fandom itself shows which idol 

fans like and support. Wanna One is one of the 

boy groups that have been active since 2017, 

they are a temporary group because it only has 

a 1.5 year contract period, but Wanna One is 

one of the boy groups with a large number of 

fans in Indonesia and in the world. Wanna One 

itself has a fandom with the name Wannable 

which is a combination of the group names, 

namely Wanna One and Able, which means that 

they can achieve whatever they want. 

As a fan, buying items related to his idol 

is a form of support for idols (Pertiwi, 2013). 

The feeling of happiness when meeting an idol 

artist directly makes fans feel closeness to the 

idol they like. Fans will feel that they have a close 

relationship with idol artists, it’s called a 

parasocial interaction. Parasocial interaction is 

also related to the term celebrity worship 

because at certain stages in celebrity worship it 

is shown parasocial interaction. Consumption of 

watching concerts carried out by Wanna One 

fans will have their own views that can be seen 

from their lifestyle as K-Pop fans which will 

provide their own pleasure. 

There are fans who can overreact at the 

idols but there are also fans who are able to put 

themselves where they should be and not over 

react at the idols. Because of this in this study 

we can see how K-Pop fans react to their idol is 

absolutely different at each other fans and they 

are on the different stage at celebrity worship 

and parasocial interactions stage, not always 

being a K-Pop fan is a negative thing. 

Therefore, this study uses the theory and 

concept of lifestyle from Solomon M. R., 

Celebrity Worship from McCutheon. L. E., and 

Parasocial interactions from Horton, D., Wohl. 

R. R. to know the fans reaction when they do a 

‘fangirling’ thing in their life. The goal is to know 

the lifestyles, the celebrity worship stage, and 

parasocial interaction stage from a Wannable’s 

fandom. 

METHOD 
This study used a descriptive qualitative 

approach with phenomenological research 

methods. Phenomenological research seeks to 

understand the meaning of various events and 

human interactions in specific situations. Bogdan 

& Biklen, 1982 (Sutopo, 2002: 27) explains that 

the phenomenological approach emphasizes 

various subjective aspects of human behavior in 

order to understand how and what meaning 

they form from various events in their daily lives. 

To get credible data, there is one 

triangulator who is a K-Pop influencer and four 

informants who are Wannables. They were 

chosen because according to this research 

which required a K-pop fan, had attended 

concerts, bought merchandise, and joined a 

community. Data collection technique using two 

ways, Online Data and Online Research. The 

data analysis technique used in this qualitative 

research is the Interactive Model from Miles & 

Huberman (in Sugiyono, 2012), as follows: (1) 

Data reduction, (2) Data Display, (3) Conclusion 

and Verification (Conclusion Drawing and 

Verification. 

In this study, the concepts used by the 

author will be described in dimensions and 

indicators, there are: (1) Celebrity Worship 

with three dimension (Entertainment-Social, 

Intense-Personal, and Borderline-Pathological), 

(2) Parasocial Relations with three dimensions 

(Task Attraction, Identification Attraction, and 

Romantic Attraction), (3) Lifestyles with AIO 

dimensions (Activities, Interest, and Opinions). 

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 

Extensive Lifestyle of Wannable Fans  

K-Pop fans have activities that they will usually 

do together with other fans, such as creating 

events to celebrate birthdays or K-Pop idols 

anniversary, making donations for people who 

need, attend K-Pop concerts when they come 

to Indonesia, and buy merchandise with a big 

scale.  

Seeing from how K-Pop fans who have 

different economic backgrounds make each of 
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them will have different forms of fangirling 

activities. The average K-Pop fan in Indonesia 

will collect money in advance by saving, so they 

can carry out the activities that previously 

mentioned, this is what makes the lifestyle of K-

Pop fans with individuals in general different. K-

Pop fans have their own 'saving' pattern so they 

can carry out their activities as a fan and they 

can manage their money because of that, like 

one of informant tell about: 

“Actually it’s not like an activity, but when I 

become a K-Pop fan, I can manage my own 

money. I have a target to achieve with that. 

Everyday, my expenses are regular, and I know 

what I want to achieve, and I can be more 

enthusiastic about saving my money. Then my 

fangirling life can be smooth as I want.” 

(Interview with Izza, July 15th 2020). 

Based on what informants say, it can be 

known that being a K-Pop fan can make a 

positive impact as long as they can handle what 

they're doing and always do a positive thing in 

their life. Saving money is one of the positive 

activities that K-Pop fans do.  

With the activities held in Indonesia 

regarding Korean culture, then a culture was 

formed among K-Pop fans which began to be 

applied by K-Pop fans in Indonesia. One of them 

is a café event where initially this activity was 

only carried out by fans in South Korea, but in 

2018 this event became booming and began to 

be carried out by many K-Pop fans in Indonesia, 

including Wannable itself. In addition, if K-Pop 

fans hold a café event, they will not get the 

slightest profit, they will only have expenses 

without any income from holding a café event. 

But they are always happy with what they do. 

It’s like one of informant said, that: 

“We like to hold café events. Usually the 

committee is searched for via Twitter and I like 

to be the part of the list to become the 

committee. Besides that, I also like to go to café 

events with my friends, which are usually there 

once a week and of course that was a different 

event, depending on who the member, group, or 

celebrate something. I can relieve my stressed 

feelings too because I can meet my friends.” 

(Interview with Vivi, July 14th 2020). 

Based on what the informant said about 

the event, the café event itself is usually only in 

South Korea. It is only Korean fans who always 

hold a café event, but in 2018, the café event 

culture is begin start in Indonesia. 

 

Figure 1. Café events that Wannables (Stars Sparkle 

Community) held in Indonesia when one of Wanna 

One’s member had a birthday 

This figure is one of the café events that 

K-Pop fans do in Indonesia. The café event can 

be created by individuals or by a community 

group, but generally they are held in groups. An 

activity like this showed that K-Pop fans had a 

different lifestyle with other people because the 

café event itself can be held once a week which 

means some fans will have a different routine 

from other people and they will have special 

expenses to visit or create the café event. 

Celebrity Worship and Korean Brands 

In the celebrity worship stage, k-pop fans in 

Indonesia stop at the intermediate or intense 

personal stage, this is because the most 

prominent behavior is when they are willing to 

spend a lot of money to buy various kinds of 

merchandise related to their idols or buy 

expensive concert tickets and they have 

attended concerts many times starting from 

Wanna One until when former members of 

Wanna One did their solo activities. In the 

second stage, Wannables did not hesitate to buy 

merchandise from Wanna One because they felt 

they had appreciated Wanna One's hard work 
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in making their album. Because they feel there is 

a bonding or similarity with the idol, often they 

will buy items related to their idol, whether it is 

the item used by their idol or even the food 

consumed by their idol. 

 

Figure 2. Some Wanna One merchandise that on of 

the informant have 

This figure showed that Wannables 

usually collect all the albums of Wanna One 

because they know that Wanna One is a 

temporary group so in the future there will not 

be another album of Wanna One and beside 

that unofficial merch such as slogan, doll, and 

cup holder also on their collection. Collecting all 

of this makes them happy and feels like they 

always support Wanna One members. 

Being a K-Pop fan not only makes them 

like celebrities, but automatically K-Pop fans will 

be carried away with the culture, from the 

country of South Korea itself and the most 

prominent thing is seen from how they will use 

the product brands advertised or used by these 

celebrities. In addition, K-Pop fans will indirectly 

have a "Korean" lifestyle, in the sense that they 

will imitate language or behavior, buy and use 

products originating from South Korea. That 

way, the value of celebrity favors in Korea will 

be in line with the nation's brand value, tourism 

brand value, country-of-origin image value for 

Korean products and also the global brand value 

for Korean products. Nation brand itself means 

that there are those who can be used as the 

identity of a country which will then make it an 

identity and have their own uniqueness or 

differentiator. Like South Korea, which made K-

Pop its nation brand, considering that the 

entertainment industry is one of the main 

factors that makes South Korea attractive to 

various countries. South Korea is building a 

nation brand through the global export of K-Pop 

culture, including in Indonesia. 

The development of Korean culture in 

Indonesia made many Korean products enter 

Indonesia. Most of the fans use Korean products 

because their idol artists are brand ambassadors 

of these products, for example, Wanna One, 

who at that time became a brand ambassador 

for skin care products, namely Innisfree, so that 

fans want to buy products that Wanna One also 

advertises. Even though the Wanna One version 

of Innisfree is not sold directly in Indonesia, 

many Wannables buy it with the help from 

people who do open the service to buy Wanna 

One thing in Korea and then sell them to 

international fans, so even if the product is not 

launched in Indonesia, Wannable can still own it. 

 

Figure 3. The situation of Innisfree store when they 

have Wanna One product version 

Based on figure 3, Innisfree is a skin care 

product from South Korea and at that time 

Wanna One is one of the models for Innisfree 

product. When customers buy the item, they 

will get Wanna One’s poster as the gift. 

Although only a poster for the gift, hundreds of 

fans are known to be willing to queue to get the 

poster of Wanna One. In the circulating photo, 

fans, mostly girls, are lined up along the street 
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near the Innisfree store. It showed that because 

of the K-Pop idol, some product can easily sold 

out because of the fans that can buy one item in 

large quantities. 

Not only skin care, consuming Korean 

food also makes K-Pop fans feel satisfied that he 

has tried the food consumed by his idol artist. 

Foods that are usually consumed by Korean 

celebrities in general are tteokbokki, ramyeon, 

jajangmyeon, bokkeumbap, kimchi jjigae, odeng, 

bibimbap, kimbap and so on. In Indonesia, there 

are many restaurants and small shops that sell 

specialties from South Korea. 

  

  

Figure 4. Korean Street Food 

Figure four is a street food that usually 

showed on the drama or reality show Korea. 

This street food always makes the fan feel 

curious about the flavor because when Korean 

artists eat these foods, they always make them 

look so delicious. Because of this Korean food 

can spread easily to other countries, even in 

Indonesia itself there are so many Korean stores 

or Korean restaurants that sell Korean food 

ranging from street food or heavy food. Korean 

food is becoming a trend in Indonesia because 

there are so many Korean fans buying the food, 

and then it becomes a habit of Korean fans, 

whether it is for K-Drama fans or K-Pop fans. 

Parasocial Interaction Wannable Fandom 

With the understanding of parasocial 

interactions as one-way interactions, 

hallucinatory feelings can also be said to be 

familiar to K-Pop fans. This is because only fans 

have different dreams about K-Pop idols. 

Although at the level of parasocial interaction 

the four informants did not reach the romantic 

attraction level for reasons previously 

explained. But even so, the feeling of 

hallucinations about an interaction with Wanna 

One cannot be denied considering how the four 

informants felt that there was a similarity 

between themselves and their favorite 

members, resulting in feelings of hallucination or 

just wishful thinking. It’s like one of informant 

tell about: 

“Because I'm falling deeply in love with Jihoon 

and Guanlin, I only think of them as younger 

siblings. I mean the two of them are below my 

age so I would just think of them as younger 

brothers. Think of them as a younger sibling that 

I like and someone I will always support.” 

(Interview with Verina, July 16th 2020) 

K-Pop fans usually think that they are 

treating their favorite member based on the 

idols age, this is because when you love a 

younger idol you just only can treat them as 

their age, the fantasy cannot go too far. But 

when it comes to older idols, they usually think 

that the idols are their boyfriend/girlfriend. Most 

K-Pop fans feel that way, but not all K-Pop fans 

think their idol is their sibling or 

boyfriend/girlfriend. 

They often have a high imagination when 

there is an update from their favorite member 

so they will respond in various ways. For 

example, quote some tweet on Twitter that 

contains an expression of their feelings when 

they see uploads from K-Pop artists themselves. 

Things like this can be called parasocial 

interactions, considering that only fans feel their 

own pleasure when content is uploaded from 

these K-Pop idols. They assume that there is 

intimacy, but it is not. This is due to the 

increasing intensity of K-Pop fans who tend to 

want to know everything about K-Pop idols so 
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that they can ignore the boundaries between 

reality and imagination. 

 

Figure 5. A example of K-Pop fan when their react 

to K-Pop idols update on Twitter 

This figure is one example that K-Pop fans 

usually do when their fav is updating something. 

On that figure a former member Wanna One, 

Bae Jinyoung with his new group called CIX 

uploaded a photo teaser for their new album. 

The fan is reacting to the photo with a tweet 

“Omg Bae Jinyoung is really handsome. My son 

looks more mature, I’m crying *with sobbing 

and love emoticon*”, from that tweet we can 

see the K-Pop fan called Bae Jinyoung as her son 

and of course something like this only K-Pop 

fans who feels meanwhile the idols don't even 

know anything. The parasocial interaction can 

simply be seen from something like this.  

CONCLUSION 
This research concludes that in the 

lifestyle of K-Pop fans, there are routine 

activities that are only done by K-Pop fans so 

that it makes a different lifestyle. The Wannable 

lifestyle is not only related to Wanna One, but 

also develops into buying behavior towards a 

brand and also culture from Korea. The 

celebrity worship stage experienced by 

Wannables in Indonesia, stops at the borderline-

pathological stage because of the existence of 

socio-cultural differences that make Wannables 

limit or refrain from crossing boundaries in 

carrying out their hobby activities. However, in 

their home country or South Korea, there are 

many fans who are at the borderline-

pathological stage because they have crossed 

the line as a fan, they are called sasaeng. The 

level of parasocial interaction experienced by 

the informant who is a Wannabe is also only at 

the attraction identification level because they 

feel there are some similarities with Wanna One 

members, this will usually happen when a fan 

already has a lifestyle or habit where they will 

find out information about Wanna One. The 

limitation of research in this study is that there 

are changes in the research process and flow 

due to the Covid-19 pandemic which is still 

quite high in Indonesia so that the data obtained 

is less diverse. Besides that, the lifestyle of the 

Wanna One fandom, whether it was when 

Wanna One was still active or had disbanded. 

Celebrity worship behavior can only find 

Wannables who only reach the intense-personal 

level. Therefore, it is hoped that further 

research can find a fan who is indeed at an 

extreme stage in the celebrity worship stage or 

parasocial interaction itself, because a fan must 

have dreamed of being lover, even a wife of a K-

Pop idol and fans who do everything they can do 

to form romance with idols. 
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